Mini-Load / Automated tote
The perfect ASRS tote for virtually any system

Dimensions
- OD: 600mm × 400mm × 220mm
  23.62" × 15.75" × 8.66"
- ID: 21.75" × 13.875" × 8.25"

Features
- Dividable into halves, thirds, quarters, eighths
- Stackable
- Drainable with drain holes in each cell
- HEAVY DUTY with reinforced bottom
- Capacity: 70+ lbs.
- Made of custom, crack-resistant, co-polymer resin
- 4 barcode areas
- Textured bottom
- Quiet bottom technology: Runs 60% quieter on rollers when compared to other totes

Options
- Dividers
- Bottom pad to cover ribs on bottom inside of tote
- Custom colors
- Barcode labels
- Imprinting
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